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FOOD



Ingredients:

-1 onion
-2 tomatoes
-1 pepper
-1 carrot
-1 brocoli
- 1 mushroom per skewer
- 1 milanese for 2 skewers
(Serve 2 per person)

First of all wash the vegetables with some water and  salt,later cut in blocks the onion,the
tomatoes and the carrot, take slices of the pepper and some pieces of brocoli. In pot boil the
carrot and the brocoli with some salt.Meanwhile in a pan fry the slices of pepper, the blocks
of onion and the mushrooms with some olive oil,salt and cumin.Cut one milanese in four
pieces and fry with olive oil.When you have all ready, insert the ingredients into a chopstick.

Don't forget:

o peel the carrot and onion 
o take off the pepper's heart
Note: if you don't want to eat pepper can you can replace it with eggplant

Report
For this recipe I only use FLOSN that I bought in a local market near my house, It's so near
as I can go there just walking so i don't spent money or  gas to this trip. Because I live in
Peru I translate the  four dollars in soles just for bought all my ingredientes I spent 10 soles
or 2.42 dollars. That market sells just fresh, local, organic, seasonal and non-GMO products
that family farms make but the prices are cheap because the farms aren't so far away to the
market, the it was easy to stay on budget. Later to prepare the recipe i took the leftovers and
give them to a local pig farmer to feed her pigs with some peels of vegetables.

I always buy in that market but it was funny to know about how many FLOSN i consume
daily.
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Extras:
-olive oil
-salt
-cumin
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